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Introduction – Brief Overview of the Australian Date Palm Industry  
 

The Australian date palm industry has never really taken off despite the establishment of date palms 

some, 100 years ago. The industry remains very small with palm plantations situated in all mainland 

Australian states and the Northern Territory. Despite this history of mixed success, there is 

considerable interest in further developing the Australian industry. This is predominately driven by 

two important factors: 

1. Strong existing domestic and international markets. Current domestic markets consist 

predominately of people with a tradition of consuming dates including those with a middle 

eastern origin and those of the Islamic faith. The demand in this market currently exceeds 

the Australian industry supply capability.  

2. Potentially very favorable underlying economics with strong gross margins making the 

industry economically viable for small scale production and a viable alternative to other 

horticultural industries (Australian Date Growers Association, 2022). 

The Australian Date Growers Association (ADGA) has recently completed a Strategic Plan which has 

identified major industry weaknesses, and these include; 

1. Current yields for highly sought after Barhee variety are very much below those being 

achieved internationally driven primarily by poor fruit set results for many industry 

participants. 

2. Lack of shared knowledge and skills across the industry in best practice growing systems, 

best practice post-harvest treatment and storage, best practice marketing. 

3. Lack of consistent retail or wholesale market specifications.  

To address these weaknesses the Strategic Plan placed a high priority on completion of the following 

activities; 

• Collaborate and develop relationships with international date palm scientists and producers 

to identify best industry practices and seek solutions to issues facing the Australian industry. 

• Document Best Practice for post-harvest handling and marketing of fresh dates. 

• Facilitate knowledge sharing events between Australian and overseas growers, researchers, 

and extension providers. 

• Develop quality standards for each variety/style for Australian dates (Australian Date 

Growers Association, 2022).  

In order to contribute to the completion of these activities, the author, Peter Middleton of 

Koorianda Date Farms near Mildura, sought and was successful in obtaining funding from 

AgriFutures Emerging Industries Capacity Building Travel Grants Program. The broad objective of the 

tour was to develop and consolidate relationships with the US industry, visit a number of US date 

farms and examine the US industry and to share any learnings with Australian date growers.  

The key specific objectives of the tour were to; 

• Collaborate and develop relationships with international date palm producers to identify 

best industry practices and seek solutions to issues facing the Australian industry particularly 

the poor fruit set being experienced by many Australian growers.  

• Document Best Practice for post-harvest handling and marketing of fresh dates. 

• Identify American quality standards for Barhee and Medjool dates. 
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• Discuss the causes of fruit drop and identify and develop management techniques to limit 

the losses. 

• Identify American product/market alternatives for poorer quality dates and horticulturally 

compatible co-planting crops. 

• Discuss rain damage to date fruit with the American producers and identify methods to 

prevent or limit rain damage.  

• Identify American built specialised date palm equipment and options to make this 

equipment available to Australian growers. 

Itinerary   

Coachella Valley  
The itinerary comprised visits to four date plantations in the Coachella Valley in California situated 

around the township of Thermal. Mark Tadross from Aziz Farms, the largest US exporter of Barhee 

Khalaal dates (dates that are fresh, hard, and crunchy) to Australia facilitated these farm visits which 

included discussions with the owner/managers. The visits were timed to occur during the American 

Barhee harvest although it happened towards the end of the Barhee season when harvesting was 

limited to small sized fruit for the domestic US market (Photograph – 1).  

 

Photograph 1 – Harvesting Barhee dates in Thermal, California USA. 

These farms grew both Barhee and Medjool varieties. Barhee plantings comprised a surprisingly 

small proportion of their farms being of around 10 to 20 acres. The palms were planted evenly in 
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rows of around 8 to 9 metres apart. The spacings between the palms in each row were less regular, 

mostly between 8 to 9 metres apart but some only 3 or 4 metres apart. Flood is the preferred means 

of irrigation with some farmers using flood exclusively while others use drip or a mixture of drip and 

flood. All soils were of a light sandy texture and all farmers practice shredding of the old fronds that 

are pruned off as this practice adds organic matter to the relatively poor sandy soils.  

Farmers report that their Barhee occasionally flower off season, but this was a rarity rather than the 

norm. The preference is to use offshoots rather than tissue cultured palms for any replanting or 

expansion as there is an abundance of offshoots with known attributes. Additionally, the sale of 

offshoots can provide income.  

US Barhee date growers are facing their own set of problems and these include; 

• Low prices due to an oversupply of fruit on the domestic market. This is in part due to the 

small window when the fruit ripens and is harvested. It is noted that labour is a necessity 

during this period to enable fruit to be harvested before it starts to become fully ripe.  

• Small sized fruit possibly caused by planting the palms too close together or the palms not 

getting enough water.  

• The prevalence of the pest, spider mite which degrades the fruit and makes some fruit 

unsaleable.  

Yuma Arizona/California   
The itinerary included visits to date plantations around Yuma in Arizona and just across the border in 

Bard, California.  Dr Glenn Wright of the University of Arizona facilitated these farm visits which 

included a visit to the University’s date palm research facilities. Farms around Yuma specialise in the 

Medjool date variety with some minor production of other varieties including Barhee.  

Medjool date palms were successfully grown on soils ranging from very heavy silty clay soils around 

Bard to very light sandy soils closer to Yuma. Bard is where Medjool dates were first grown in the 

area being planted in the 1940’s. The original palms are now some 80 years old and are still 

producing good volumes of dates and of excellent quality, although the palms have now reached 

some considerable height (Photograph - 2).  

 

Photograph 2 – Harvesting Medjool dates in Bard, California near the Arizona border 
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The itinerary included a visit to Martha’s Gardens in Yuma. This is a very successful, medium sized 

Medjool plantation of several hundred acres with the visit coinciding when the harvest was in full 

swing (Photograph - 3).  

 

Photograph 3 – Harvesting Medjool dates at Martha’s Gardens Yuma, Arizona using lifting machines 

fitted with cages to reach the required height.  

Of particular note was that tourism formed a viable and successful part of the farming business. This 

comprised a shop/tourism centre that sold dates and date products which included date shakes, and 

various date and nut products. Additionally, bus tours of the farm were conducted during the cooler 

months when visitations peak.   

Other noteworthy observations gained from the Yuma visit include;  

• US Medjool growers around Yuma report little problem with pest and diseases. This is in part 

due to the fact that very little rain falls in Yuma with its average annual rainfall being just 

77.3 mm. 

• US date farmers store pollen either at room temperature or by freezing when the pollen is 

required to be kept for longer periods.  

• The University of Arizona has developed a date collection comprising over 30 date varieties 

of the many hundreds of such varieties worldwide.  

• The US date industry has a date production manual, but this was written in the 1960s and is 

outdated. Hence it would be of little value for Australian growers.  

Major Findings  

Poor fruit set 
The overwhelming and lasting impression of the tour of Californian Barhee farms was the amount of 

fruit that each palm carried, the obvious success of pollination and the complete lack of unpollinated 

fruitlets.  The author saw a very large number of mature palms, hundreds of bunches and thousands 

of strands and it was hard to find any unpollinated fruitlets (Photograph 4). US Barhee date growers 
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simply do not have any problems with pollination and poor fruit sets on mature trees1. Growers 

reported an average of 25-35 dates per strand and average annual Barhee yields of between 225 to 

275 kgs per palm (500 to 600 lbs).  

 

Photograph 4 – Bunches of Barhee Khalaal dates on a date grove in Thermal California and without 

any of the unpollinated fruitlets that so plague many Australian growers.  

All this contrasts strikingly with the experience of many Australian growers who have reported a 

huge problem with pollination and fruit set. The author’s annual Barhee yields are around 10 to 20 

kgs per palm with the date bunches being completely dominated by worthless unpollinated fruitlets.  

So, what could possibly cause the difference; 

• Pollination methods are very similar with Australian farmers practicing methods that are 

similar or the same to that being practised in the US. In both countries pollination bags are 

used with the pollen puffed into the female flowers. US Barhee growers prefer not to 

pollinate on cold days when the maximum temperature is less than 200C or on windy days. 

Pollinate of a single flower occurs multiple times.   

• Temperature influences pollen germination and tube growth (Reuveni et al, 1986). The 

weather in Thermal is hotter than in the Barhee growing areas of Southern Australia 

(Australian Bureau of Meteorology, 2022 & US Climate Data, 2022). For example, the 

 
1 It is noted that US Barhee growers do report a pollination problem with young palms when they 

are 5 to 6 years old and are beginning to flower. However, the problem dissipates as the palms grow 

and within a few years achieve average yields.  
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average monthly maximum temperatures of Thermal are 60C to 100C higher than for Mildura 

(see Table 1). The average monthly minimum temperatures of Thermal are also much hotter 

for the summer, autumn, and spring months while in winter the reverse is true (Table 2).  

Also, Thermal has very little rainfall especially during Winter and Spring (Table 3). 

Importantly, the first month of spring when most of the pollination is completed, the 

average maximum temperature in Thermal is 27.20C while it is much cooler in Mildura with 

an average maximum temperature of 20.60C. Average minimum temperatures are about the 

same being 8.90C for Thermal and 7.40C for Mildura. However, these figures are averages 

and don’t tell the full story. There are periods when temperatures in Mildura are optimal for 

pollination, with maximum temperatures reaching the mid to high 20’s.   

Table 1. Average Maximum Monthly Temperatures 0C 

 Summer Months Autumn Months  Winter Months  Spring Months  

Thermal  40.0 41.7 41.1 38.3 32.8 25.6 21.7 21.7 24.4 27.2 31.1 35.0 

Mildura  30.4 32.5 31.8 28.5 23.7 19.1 16 15.5 17.4 20.6 24.2 27.7 

 

Table 2. Average Minimum Monthly Temperatures 0C 

 Summer Months Autumn Months  Winter Months  Spring Months  

Thermal  20.6 23.9 23.3 20.0 13.3 6.7 2.8 3.9 6.1 8.9 12.8 16.7 

Mildura  15.0 16.9 16.5 13.9 10.2 7.4 5.2 4.3 5.2 7.4 9.8 12.6 

 

Table 3. Average Monthly Rainfall (mm) 

 Summer Months Autumn Months  Winter Months  Spring Months  

Thermal  7.0 17.8 15.8 10.8 2.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 8.8 9.8 4.0 5.0 

Mildura  24.7  23.1 21 19.2 19.6 25.2 21.9 24.5 25.4 26.4 28.5 26.1 

 

• US Barhee farmers use Barhee pollen for pollination whereas many Australian farmers use 

Jarvis pollen. Pollen harvesting and storage practices are very similar where the pollen is 

collected, dried, and stored in cool moisture free environments.  

• Soils growing Barhee date palms differ very little between the two countries, being 

predominately the lighter sandier soils.  

• Irrigation methods are very similar with US growers using both drip and flood. Water 

applications were higher possibly due to the warmer weather.  

• When asked about fertiliser applications the response was “we don’t worry too much about 

that”. Farmers do apply some fertiliser mainly nitrogen-based fertiliser about once a year.  

• Planting layouts are very similar with US farmers using predominately 9m X 9m or 8m X 8m 

layouts, the same as Australian growers. US growers do sometimes increase planting density 

by increasing the number of palms per row.  

Pre- and Post-harvest handling of Barhee Khalaal dates  
US growers use the following practices in the period coming up to harvest and when harvesting 

Barhee dates; 

• In the weeks before harvest the bunches of dates are wrapped in brown kraft paper to limit 

sun damage and damage by birds. The bottoms are left open to encourage air circulation 

and limit any mould infestation.  
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• Whether the entire bunch is harvested or just the date strands is a matter of individual 

farmer preference. Harvesting the entire bunch is cost effective but cutting bunches 

weighing in excess of 10 kgs can lead to fruit handling losses and damage to fruit. Certainly, 

just cutting off the strands and placing these in trays is gentler on the fruit.  

• The fruit can be packed in the field or taken to pack-out sheds where it is generally packed 

into 13.5 kgs (30lb) boxes (Photograph 5).  

• Importantly, US farmers do not wash their Barhee dates as growers feel that contact with 

water accelerates fruit ripening and limits shelf life. 

• Premium markets demand fruit on the strand which has the added benefit of increasing cost 

efficiencies when packing. However, it should be noted that when exporting the fruit to 

Australia, dates are removed from the strand due to Australia’s biosecurity requirements.  

• The fruit is sorted into two sizes large and small, but the fruit on each bunch is a very 

uniform size.  

• Farmers are very particular about quality with any fruit that has blemishes or fruit that is 

beginning to turn from the Khalaal stage to the rutab stage being discarded or placed aside 

to be sold into a secondary market.  

• Any substandard fruit is discarded and regularly the whole bunch is discarded if there is a 

predominance of ripening fruit.  

• US growers have a problem with spider mite and any fruit that has spider mite is discarded, 

with the whole bunch regularly being discarded.   

• US growers practice fast cooling of fruit using special rapid coolers which circulates cold air 

through the boxes on the pallet. This results in the fruit being cooled down in 30 mins rather 

than 2.5 hours and according to US growers can add up to 7 days self-life.  

 

Photograph 5 – Packed Barhee dates ready for market. 
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Medjool  
• US and Australian Medjool producers have very similar harvest practices. In the weeks 

leading up to harvest, bunches are enclosed by woven poly bags to protect the fruit from 

birds and insects and to ensure that any ripe fruit is captured in the bottom of the bags. The 

fruit is harvested by shaking the bunches and the bag is then emptied into crates.  

• Many US Medjool date farmers use specialised packing facilities either through membership 

of co-operative packing companies or utilising their own processing facilities (Photograph 6). 

 

Photograph 6 – Specialised packing facility at Martha’s Gardens. The workers are undertaking an 

initial sort by classing the Medjool dates according to ripeness/dryness. 

• The first process is to sort the fruit according to ripeness/dryness; 

o Fruit that is underripe being yellow or partly yellow are placed in shallow trays to 

ripen at room temperature (Photograph 7). 

 

Photograph 7 – Medjool dates that are underripe and are left at room temperature to fully ripen. 
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o The fruit that is ripe but have too much moisture (i.e., greater than 20%) are further 

dried either through gas/electric dryers or placed out in the sun (Photograph 8).    

o Those that have the correct moisture content are packed into boxes, wrapped in 

plastic, and stored in the freezer until there is sufficient demand from the market.  

 

Photograph 8 – Medjool dates drying in the sun, Martha’s Gardens, Yuma Arizona. 

• Depending on demand, the Medjool dates are washed and sorted by size and grade into;    

o Jumbo – these are the largest dates weighing 22gms or more, free of blemishes and 

with minimum skin separation,  

o Premium - these are large dates which range in size from 19 to 22gms, free of 

blemishes and with minimum skin separation,  

o Fancy – these are smaller dates less than 19gms free of major blemishes and with 

minimum skin separation, 

o Confectionary is the lessor grade which tend to be smaller with some blemishes and 

used for cooking and processing.  

• Value-add products include:  

o Replacement of the date seed with nuts such as walnuts, almonds, pistachios, and 

cashews.   

o Chocolate covered dates.   

o Poor quality fruit is converted into date paste and used for various date products 

such as being rolled and covered in coconut or wrapped over a nut or both. 

o Date shakes (i.e., dates whizzed up with soft serve ice-cream and are likened to thick 

shakes in Australia) are extremely popular with many local roadside eateries 

advertising their availability.   

Rain damage and Fruit Drop  
Very little rain falls in the two growing regions of the Coachella Valley California and Yuma in Arizona 

with the average annual rainfall of Thermal being 88 mm and 77 mm in Yuma. Thus, US growers 

report very little problems with rain damage or fruit drop. However, Medjool growers have serious 

problems with fermentation and fungal growth due to humidity before and during harvest in August 

and September. There was no co-planting with other crops witnessed on the farms visited.  
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Specialised Date Palm Farming Equipment 
The US date palm industry is a mature industry being well established for nearly a century. Over that 

time, it has developed and uses a number of mechanised innovations which include; 

• Lifting machines to enable access to the crown of the palm where most of the manual work 

of harvesting, pollination, and de-thorning takes place. These are a necessity as the palms 

continue to grow and can reach considerable heights (Photograph 3). There is a specially 

designed machine being built in Israel which has the advantage of having controls within 

the lifting cage (Photograph 9).  These can be imported into Australia.  

 

Photograph 9 – A purposely designed Israeli lifting machine to enable access to the palm crown 

where the majority of date palm work takes place. 

• Pollen blowers which comprise a backpack leaf blower and a specialised attachment 

(Photograph 10). The backpack blower is a small petrol driven engine that blows air and is 

used by gardeners to clean up leaves etc. These are readily available in Australia. The 

attachment comprises a screw on pollen container and pipe and would need to be made by 

an engineering firm. However, such equipment would be only suitable for Medjools and 

would tend to use a lot of pollen.  

 

Photograph 10 – A pollen blower and attachment that enables a quick and very cost-effective 

method of pollinating Medjool date flowers. The pollen container is at the bottom of the picture. 
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• US date farmers prefer to shred the old palm fronds and use tractor mounted PTO driven 

mulchers. Products of this type are available in Australia.  

• Picking trailers that have hooks on the sides with which to hang the bunches of fruit for 

easy picking and sorting (Photograph 11).  

 

Photograph 11 – A loaded picking trailer with hooks holding Barhee bunches of Khalaal 

dates to enable cost effective fruit sorting and packing 

Benefits, Significance to the Australian Date Palm Industry 
Benefits to the Australian Date Industry include; 

• Relationships with the US industry were built and strengthened. Date farmers 

particularly Mark Tadross of Aziz Farms and researcher, Dr Glenn Wright of the 

University of Arizona gave their information freely and importantly were keen to 

continue the dialogue and information exchange.  

• Witnessing what can be achieved in terms of Barhee yields with US farmers achieving an 

average of around 250 kgs per palm. Australian farmers emulating these yields will lead 

to farming success, lucrative enterprises, and an Australian industry.  

• Date palm management in the US and Australia was very similar with no management 

deficiencies identified that could cause the poor fruit set with the Barhee date variety 

being experienced in Australia.  

• The tour obtained information that may be of benefit to Australian Barhee date farmers 

in improving the fruit set, which will lead to higher yields and increased profitability.  

Recommendations to Industry and AgriFutures  
Regarding the poor fruit set being faced by Australian farmers it is recommended that growers 

consider; 

• Ensuring the pollen is viable and compatible by undertaking pollen germination testing 

annually and trying other varieties of pollen including Barhee pollen.  

• Using pollen in its purest form with no cutting of the pollen with talc or flour.  
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• Using multiple pollinations of a single flower due to the small-time window where the 

female florets are receptive.  

• Using pollen that is at room temperature rather than cold pollen straight from storage in the 

refrigerator.  

• When practical, pollinate on days where the weather is favourable and not when it is windy 

or when it is cold.  

Other recommendations include;  

• Australian date farmers consider developing tourism businesses as a complementary 

component of the date farming enterprise. This could comprise farm tours and a retail outlet 

that sells a range of date varieties and value-added products such as date and nut products, 

date shakes and chocolate covered dates.  

• With regard to developing Australian Date Standards, it is recommended that the Australian 

industry should aim to establish a strong reputation for quality dates and date products. And 

it should do this by following the US lead and use the US standards for Medjools and Khalaal 

style Barhee dates as a base for the Australian standards.   

• Further develop relationships with the international date fraternity with the ADGA 

sponsoring a representative of the Australian industry to attend the four yearly international 

date palm conference, the next being due in 2026.  

• It is recommended that the ADGA consider sponsoring either Mark Tadross or Dr Glenn 

Wright to visit Australia and talk to farmers regarding date production methods.  

• The Australian date industry develop a date variety collection comprising date varieties that 

have attractive marketable attributes. The collection to be used as source material with 

which to evaluate the stock in terms of regional suitability.  

• It is strongly recommended that farmers continue to pursue an Australian date industry 

including the Barhee variety. The success of the US industry provides an indication of what 

can be achieved. Australia has suitable land, water and climate resources and the 

horticulture expertise with which to base the industry. Furthermore, the hardiness of the 

date palm makes it an attractive crop in combating the effects of climate change. And most 

importantly, Australia’s counter seasonal production to the northern hemisphere where 99% 

of dates are produced and consumed provides a huge marketing opportunity.  
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